MOD2
We provide an office automation software for textile importers and converters. We work with textile
companies in the Apparel and Home furnishing market. Our application runs on PC’s and is windows
based. Mod2 is designed from the ground up to be used by companies such as yours, which specialize
in importing textiles, domestic converting, distributing, and warehousing. We presently work with over
80 textile companies in USA and Canada, ranging from 5 users to 100 users in size.
We are familiar with the day-to-day operations of companies such as yours. Mod2 software is quite
easy to use. We have been in the business of software for this industry for fourteen years. We mange
and create Purchase Contracts to suppliers, shipping advises, Sales orders from customers, open
to sell on future goods and on stock goods, packing lists, invoices, Bar-coding, Proforma invoices,
Commercial invoices, Delivery receipts, Costing, assignment to factors, RGA’s and credit memo
returns, sample room stickers, salesperson’s commission and whole lot more. Our system can easily
fax or email a copy of a transaction, reports, ledgers to suppliers, customers, salespersons or anyone.
A web module of our application is available. Your users including salesreps can login over the web
with complete security and restrictions on the features of the program over an internet connection.
We use industry standard SQL data format to store your data, and can create reports in Excel and
Adobe PDF format directly. Best of all, MOD2 comes with friendly, caring and knowledgeable technical
support team, to guide and implement the features for your company.
We hope to be able to meet the needs of your organization for now and going forward. Good
software will set the foundation for a company to organize and run efficiently. Let us organize and
automate your textile company;
Feel free to contact us, for a demo and or more information:

MOD2 Inc.
3317 South Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Tel (213) 747-8424
Fax (213) 747-9250
email javid@mod2.com
web www.mod2.com

